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Abstract: We theoretically demonstrate superior degree of control over volume plasmon polariton 
propagation and the Purcell effect in multi-period (4-layer unit cell) plasmonic multilayers, which 
can be viewed as multiscale hyperbolic metamaterials or multi-periodic photonic hyper-crystals. 
OCIS codes: (160.3918) Metamaterials; (350.4238) Nanophotonics and photonic crystals; (250.5403) Plasmonics. 
 
1.  Introduction 
It was recently shown that subwavelength metal-dielectric plasmonic multilayers can be a practical realization of 
hyperbolic metamaterials (HMMs) – extremely anisotropic media in which the components of the effective 
permittivity tensor differ in signs (e.g., εx,y < 0, εz > 0) [1]. This gives rise to a hyperbolic dispersion relation, 
(kx2+ky2)/εz + kz2/εx,y = ω2/c2, which in turn results in a variety of new and exotic physical effects [2], including 
broadband spontaneous emission enhancement (Purcell effect) [3]. It was pointed out that the HMM functionality 
can be attributed to the existence of “high-k waves” also called volume plasmon polaritons (VPPs) [4,5]. It was 
further shown that VPPs also exist in a broader class of multilayers compared to HMMs, and persist beyond the 
HMM regime. It was also demonstrated that any subwavelength metal-dielectric multilayer would simultaneously 
act as an HMM (for smaller k) and as a photonic crystal (for larger k) [6]. This simultaneous presence of two 
seemingly mutually exclusive paradigms (photonics and metamaterials) in the same class of structures have recently 
given rise to the term “photonic hyper-crystals” to denote them [7]. 
Here we generalize the concept of such photonic hyper-crystals (PHC) beyond simple periodicity, introducing, 
as an example, multi-periodic PHCs. Using the previously introduced multiscale hyperbolic metamaterial concept 
[8], we show that engineering the structure unit cell allows to tailor the VPP propagation in the wavevector space. 
By this route, analogs of various photonic structures, such as Bragg mirrors or Fabry-Pérot interferometers, can be 
introduced for VPPs in HMMs, opening up an additional degree of freedom in controlling light-matter interaction at 
the nanoscale. As an example, we demonstrate that varying the parameters of a PHC Fabry-Pérot nanocavity 
containing a dipole emitter can be used to change its Purcell factor by many orders of magnitude. 
2.  Multi-periodic photonic hyper-crystals 
As a generalization of a conventional HMM or PHC, we consider a periodic multilayer made of a metal with 
permittivity εm and a dielectric with permittivity εd, respectively, where the unit cell contains four layers instead of 
the normal two. The unit cell comprises a pair of metal layer with thickness dmA and a dielectric layer with thickness 
ddA stacked with a pair of metal layer with thickness dmB and a dielectric layer with thickness ddB (see Fig. 1a). We 
further assume that dmA + ddA = dmB + ddB ≡ d and introduce ρA = dmA/d and ρB = dmB/d; when ρA = ρB, the introduced 
“multi-periodic” structure reduces to the conventional PHC. If one regards the first bilayer in the unit cell as A, and 
the second bilayer as B, then the unit cell can be denoted AB and the whole structure is a periodic repetition (AB)N. 
The dispersion diagram of such a structure with an infinite number of periods (N = ∞), calculated using Bloch’s 
theorem, is shown in Fig. 1b. Compared to the conventional HMM, we see that the VPP band is split into two sub-
bands, and a stop band is formed between them. This stop band is akin to a photonic band gap in conventional 1D 
photonic crystals, which can be seen in the wave vector dependence of reflection coefficient, Im R(kx) in the 
evanescent wave domain (kx2 > εdω2/c2) in Fig. 1c. It is expected that VPP waves, normally propagating, become 
evanescent inside the stop band; this is directly confirmed by the electric field distribution inside the structure 
(Fig. 1d). Hence we have shown that the multi-periodic PHC acts as a Bragg mirror for VPPs in the high-k region. 
If we stack the structure (AB)N with its mirror image, the resulting structure (AB)N(BA)N will have a plasmonic 
analog of a Fabry-Pérot cavity in the middle (Fig. 2a). Hence it is expected that such a nanocavity will feature a 
narrow “cavity state” inside the VPP stop band where the fields will be localized inside the cavity. This is confirmed 
in Fig. 2 by showing the reflection coefficient (Fig. 2b) and field distribution (Fig. 2c). It can be seen that the cavity 
state can be moved across the VPP stop band by adjusting the cavity thickness. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic and (b) dispersion diagram of an infinite multi-periodic PHC. (c) Reflection coefficient Im R(kx) and (d) field maps at values 
of kx below, inside, and above the stop band. The structure is made of silver and epoxy with ρA = 0.6, ρA = 0.34, and d = 20 nm. 
When an emitter is embedded into such a cavity, it is expected that light-matter interaction phenomena such as 
the Purcell effect will be strongly modified by virtue of both HMM-based and photonic crystal based contributions. 
Indeed, Figure 2d demonstrates that the Purcell effect for such an emitter inside the cavity may be extremely large 
and depends very strongly on the location of the emitter inside the cavity. What is even more interesting, we see that 
the Purcell factor is greatly affected by changing the cavity width even when the distance between the cavity and the 
closest metal layer remains constant. Hence the control over the Purcell effect cannot be attributed only to the 
proximity of a metal layer, but rather to the effect of the nanocavity mediated by the VPPs present in it. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of a Fabry-Pérot cavity based on multi-periodic PHC; (b) Reflection coefficient Im R(kx) and (c) field mps at values of kx on 
and out of resonance peak. (d) Purcell factor of a dipole emitter in a cavity of different width if the emitter location is either fixed to the center of 
the cavity (dashed line) or fixed at the same distance 0.25ddB from the nearest metal layer (solid line). Parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 
4.  Conclusions  
To summarize, we have shown that multiscale HMMs, or multi-periodic PHCs, open up a new degree of freedom in 
tailoring the propagation properties of volume plasmonic waves compared to the conventional HMMs, as 
exemplified by realizing a Bragg mirror (Fig. 1) and a Fabry-Pérot cavity (Fig. 2). The proposed structures are also 
shown to affect the light-matter interaction of embedded emitters, modifying its Purcell factor by more than five 
orders of magnitude. Our results imply that the introduced multi-periodic PHCs transcend the concepts of photonic 
crystals and metamaterials. Indeed, by considering more sophisticated arrangement of the building blocks A and B 
than a simple alteration (AB)N, one can open up the potential of the extensive knowledge in the field of aperiodic 
photonic multilayers to be utilized in HMMs and, consequently, PHCs [8], for an even more versatile control of 
light-matter interaction at the nanoscale for use in future-generation nanophotonic and nanoplasmonic applications. 
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